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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

I am a self-taught JavaScript developer with over five years of experience in frontend development,
with a strong focus on Angular and React. I am known for my friendly and creative approach to
programming, as well as my commitment to delivering high-quality work.

I am always eager to learn and grow as a developer, and I am passionate about staying up-to-date
with the latest trends and technologies. While I may not have all the answers, I am confident in my
ability to quickly learn and adapt to new challenges.

In addition to my technical skills, I am a collaborative team player who thrives in an environment where
I can work with others to bring projects to life. I believe that my dedication to providing the best
possible experience for end-users, coupled with my strong work ethic, make me a valuable asset to
any team.

SKILLS

JavaScript, TypeScript, Angular, React, HTML , CSS, SCSS , git, Responsive Design, BootStrap , tailwind,
NextJs ,Redux, Jasmine & Karma

WORK EXPERIENCE

Kilid (Tehran,Iran) – Frontend Developer June 2021 – Dec 2022
Kilid is one of the largest companies in the real estate field in Iran.

− At Kilid, I redesigned a service that accurately predicts house prices based on postal codes, reducing the
error rate to less than 20%.

− I refactored up to 60% of Kilid's code base, improving the user experience and implementing new SEO
and UX best practices that resulted in a 50% increase in views per month.

− At Kilid, I developed a fully dynamic search filter component that greatly improved the user experience and
made it easier for users to find the properties they are looking for.

Esafar (Tehran, Iran) – Frontend Developer Aug 2019 – April 2020
Esafar is a Company in the Tourism field, selling Flights and reserving Hotels

− At Esafar, I was part of the team that rebuilt the entire web application from scratch with new designs and
features to create a more seamless and user-friendly experience.

− I developed a B2B panel at Esafar that sold flight tickets to other traveling agencies at a lower price,
contributing to increased sales and revenue.

− I helped migrate the web application from AngularJS to Angular 8, the latest version at the time, to
improve performance and scalability.

− At Esafar, I set up a customer support panel to respond to customers' phone calls, emails, messages, etc.,
resulting in a 30% increase in sales and improving customer satisfaction.

Citex (Tehran, Iran) – Frontend Developer Jun2018 – Feb 2019
Citex is a company in the CryptoCurrency investment field.

− At Citex, I developed a Cryptocurrency investment platform frontend web application to make crypto
investment easier for users.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohamad-ghafarnia-75b696173/


EDUCATION

Azad University (Tehran North branch), Tehran, Iran – Bachelor (Business Management) 2014 – 2018


